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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted on the Eagle of Light bus during the journey
from the city of São Paulo to the city of Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, Brazil, to the visionary Friar
Elías del Sagrado Corazón

My dear,

Do not distress your heart for what you have not yet managed to do or to transcend.

Break the barriers of inertia and illusion through the powerful fire of My Heart and wait in vigil, for
all will be accomplished.

Follow Me in the goal of making your life a small sacred temple through the purification of your
acts, feelings and thoughts. Everything has its cycle; it is useless that you hurry to see the results.

Patience is the master key of those who persevere and of the innocent. When you are not able to
embrace transformation, hide in My Immaculate Heart and trust; under My Mantle you become
invisible.

Walk by My side holding My hand tightly, and in each step you take, feel that I will teach you to
overcome all the abysses of the consciousness.

The true disciple must know their own human condition so as to learn to love beyond the human
conditions of others.

Let the flow of My call make you feel sure of the path you travel, because for God, failure does not
exist; all that exists is the lack of love in those who still do not love.

To experience the school of redemption is a purpose for all the self-summoned. I wish for your heart
to be purified until it is as pure as it is when you draw close to My maternal Heart.

I do not cease attending to those who need special help; all are favored children to Me. Let the path
of transformation be the stepping stone so that someday, your soul may be converted in Christ.

Forward! Continue forward and without discouragement; humanity will finally be consecrated
through the triumph of My Immaculate Heart.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who unifies you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


